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Introduction

Queries

Auditing in an Electronic Laboratory Notebook environment has three key tools: hyperlinks, queries, and audit
trails. The days of sorting through numerous notebook pages and paper forms are in our past. We now have
electronic tools that allow auditors to drastically reduce the amount of time spent reviewing a study.
•Hyperlinks are electronic links that provide direct access from one place to another. They allow the auditor to
view critical pieces of study information in seconds.
•Querying is a search used to retrieve information from a database. Queries can be used to show a particular
piece of data in seconds.
•Audit trails are chronological records, or set of records, that show operations performed. These trails are
essential to determine how data evolves during the execution of work.

Audit Logs

When a query is conducted, a particular piece of information or data can be found in seconds; rather than sorting
through boxes of paper which could take hours or days, or may even be impossible to find. Queries can be as
broad or as specific as the end user needs. Three examples of queries are shown below.

Examples

Example
1. Show me the quarterly reverification experiments for pipette (BEQ.1020) in 2012.

Hyperlinks
The workflow shown below depicts each experiment completed by the laboratory. Links from the sample
preparation method show the information for where the calibration standards, quality controls, and spiking
solutions were prepared. From the spiking solutions, the links show where the reference standard was registered
including the certificate of analysis for that particular standard (circled in red). All these preparations can be
viewed with a mouse click.

Workflow

Example

Most electronic systems provide audit trails at both the system level and the study level. Each level should be
reviewed on a routine basis allowing an auditor to determine who made changes and when the changes were
made. Reviewing audit trails is imperative in order to review the conduct of work. An example audit trail for the
preparation of a spiking solution is shown below.

The query results indicate that the quarterly reverifcation did occur for pipette
(BEQ.1020) in 2012.

The first two columns of the example audit trail below show the Date and Time that each entry or
change was made to the experiment. The third column shows the User, which is indicated by a
unique user ID.
The Type column indicates the nature of the change. The QA Staff browse the audit trails for key
words or verbs. For example, when a ‘Data Changed’ reason is utilized, a comment must be added
to indicate why the change was made. See the green circles in the Comments column as
examples.
Description column will describe exactly what information was added or changed to any cell in the
experiment.
See the active hyperlinks in the Source column (red outlines). These hyperlinks show where the
recorded data entry or change resides.

By clicking on the Experiment Title-the maintenance experiment can be viewed in seconds.

2. Show me what experiments utilized the following pipette (BEQ.1020) in April of 2013.

The results show exactly which experiments were executed using pipette
(BEQ.1020) in April of 2013. This search is invaluable when a pipette
reverification fails during a quarterly maintenance event so that a thorough and
accurate investigation can be completed.
3. Show me every stock stability experiment for Bioanalytical Method #: BAM.0130.

Conclusion
The query shows every stock stability experiment executed in the laboratory for
BAM.0130. Now by clicking on any of these experiments, the days of stability
established for this method can be reviewed in seconds.

The hyperlinks, querying, and audit trails presented here have practical advantages over traditional paper-based
laboratory auditing. These three types of electronic tools give QA Auditors the ability to review a study more
quickly and efficiently.

